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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

DEPARTMENT OF THE GEOPHYSICAL SCIENCES 

5734 SOUTH ELLIS AVENUE 

Mr. Mike Smith 
WeatherData Inc. 
825 North Main Street 
Wichita, KS 67203 

Dear Mike: 

CHICAGO• ILLINOIS 60637 

May 24, 1990 

. I called you yesterday because a couple of news media wants me 
to agree with their 2- to 3-year prediction of Oklahoma-Kansas tornadoes, 
referring to the ··Fujita, Pearson, and Ludlum paper on tornado fatalities. 
I am enclosing a copy of the 1975 paper. 

Although the news media want to identify the unknown fluctuation as 
being a cyclic phenomena, the enclosed paper never said such a thing. 
The phrase 11 45-year cycle,n was created by some news media. On p417 it 
states., "The area of high fatality anomaly fluctuated widely." And then 
it concluded, 11 

••••• insufficient data for the 19th century to confirm or 
deny its existence. It is believed that a concentrated effort in 
data gathering will permit future studies which could lead to a definitive 
answer." (Underscoring supplied) 

After we pub1ished this 1975 paper, several newspapers invented t.he " 
11 45-year cycle11 and called each of us to support. what they wanted to 
write. As you kow, it is either difficult or often impossible to let them 
change the story once they have only a few hours before the pub·l ication 
deadline. Furthermore, they had no time to read and understand the original 
article which is our 1~75 paper in this case. · 

Because the paper is a pub 1 i c-doma in document, anyone cou·1 d eHher 
agree or disagree with our analysis done 15 years ago. I do not know what 
the other two co-authors did since then, but I never made a follow-up, 
research. In other words, my conclusion never changed ·since then, because 
I still cannot either confirm or deny the existence. If some newspaper 
is ab.le to explain the reason(s}, they should do so as their own finding 
with proper reasoning. I have no basis of judgment whether they are ·right 
or wrong. In any event, ·they must read our 1975 paper carefully before 
they either agree or deny the content of said paper. 

I am leaving for Japan tomorrow and I sincerely ·hope that I and the 
other two co.;.,authors are not misquoted again in this matter. I will 
call you again after my return in mid~June. 

Sincerely, 

Ted Fujita 
Encl.: 
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LONG-TERM FLUCTUATION OF TORNADO ACTIVITIES 

by 

T. Theodore Fujita, The University of Chicago 

Allen Pearson, National Severe Storms Forecast Center 

David M. Ludlum, Weatherwise 

ABSTRACT 

In an attempt to assess the tornado risk over the 

United States, -pathlt' of individual storms during the 

• put 25 years were. mappe4. Since the tornado fre

quency prior to 1950 is.lee8"-reliable than tornado 

death counts, . the death patterns _fo!_the 64-year,.. 

. period,_1911~74, were analyzed in detail. It was 

found that the path and death patterns show .reasonabl8# 

..relationshi~ making it possible to estimate tornado 

activities in early years bas.ed on deaths. A series 

of tbe..fJtality,ma?I, thus produced, •ignifyA..wide 

,fluctuation .of_ the acti\1ty..:.~en.tei;_ay~taged over 7. to 

..<..8 year. periods,,_ lbis research suggests that the 

statistical period for tornado-risk assessment should 

be at least 45 years, .a:be.Uea..Q{.~gl:L_fatality 

.._anomaly fluctuatedJY,ideli,.around ~e overall activity 

center which has be~n located near the Missouri

Arkansas border. 
I• 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The mean tornado frequency for the United States 

was only about 90 per year shortly after 1916 when the 

Weather Bureau started compiling tornado statistics, 

The total count during the first ten-year collection 

period, 1916-25, _was only 1007. · 

It took about 30 years for the annual frequency 

to Increase 1003, from 100 per year to 200, Then, 

the 199 per year frequency in 1950.increased by more 

than a factor of two to 437 in only 3 years. 

Since 1954 the annual tornado frequency has 

exceeded 500 and the quality of the published data on 

tornadoes was improv~. This is attributable to a 

change in emPiasis and the uniform use of newspaper 

clipping services in 1953, 

With better input data, various researchers 

produced tornado frequency maps. For the collection 

of tornado maps, refer to Court (1970). The U.S. 

Weather Bureau systematized the data and Wolford 

(1960) revised the earlier work and included a fre

quency map for the 1953-58 period. Her results 

showed the highest frequency in Oklahoma, An 

expanded study by the USWB (1962) for the 1916-1961 

period produced a frequency pattern similar to 

Wolford's. 

A conclusion that migl:Lt ensue from the works 

cited was that the expansion of the statistical period 

from 6 years (1953- 58) did not show any significant 

difference to that of the 46 year period (1916-61) • 

But when we examine the breakdown for the two 

periods, 
5429 tornadoes in 9 years (1953-61) 

5627 tornadoes in 38 years (1916-52) 

it can be seen that the 9-year collection is weighted 

about 4 times that of the 38 year collection. 

Earlier work by Brown (1933) and Brown and 

Roberts (1935) cU.d not emphasize an Oklahoma-Kansas 

maxima. Instead, the high risk areas, as revealed 

by maps showing paths, suggested that Arkansas, 

Mississippi and Alabama were tornado prone, with 

Kansas and Iowa indicating a higher tornado risk than 

Oc:lahoma. This leads to a natural speculation---

-wtiat is-the.otrue.diatributlon.oLtom§dQ.e#;;Ov.ei:..the. 

.midwest?~variationa<randol'lt' (Kansas bas 

been below the median tornado frequency 7 of the last 

8 years, Oc:lahoma 6 of the last 8 years) or are the 

movements systematic? 

2. TORNADO FREQUENCIBS, INTENSITIES, 

AREA AND PATH MAPS 

Tornado frequencies per unit area are comparable 

only if the cU.stribution of tornado intensities and swadl 

areas are comparable from one part of the country to 

the other, There ls a second implied asswnption that 

the tornado data collection methods are uniform as 

well. Unfortunately, the latter is not the case since 

it has been well demonstrated that the frequency of 

..t9.llla.d~W~Potte<\.._ilU.locileJs..nQU.9lely..&..m!;!t«;qrQ:r 

~ogical..1~911# It often depends upon such non

meteorological items as_.population..densll}'; the zeal 

of the Civil Defense or meteorological group gathering 

the data, and the primary time of day of severe 

weather occurrences. This problem exists today and 

has been extenuated by recent changes in the NWS's 

state climatological program. 

A major effort of classifying tornadoes by Intensity, 

path length and path width was begun In 1971 by...Eujita.-. 

...and Pears~Refer to Fujita (1973) and.Fujita.:aad 

Jears0ft"'fl97S-). A simple nwnerical system was 
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devised to aid state climatologists in preparing estimates of the tornadoes maximum wind speed (as inferred from damage), path length and mean path width. The_estimate~ .. !ema!~-~u)?jective and the ~quallty .. of the incoming reports vary.considerably ~.acros~.Jhe .. colllltry,. Nevertheless, the classification system has succeeded in providing discrete nwnerical values for each tornado so that the smoothing process clearly differentiates a tornado With a 100 mile path length frcm one that is on the ground for less than 400 feet. The authors cited are in the process of preparing F PP estimates for tornadoes prior ·to 1971, utillzing.aU available newspaper clippings stored at the Naticnal Severe Storms Forecast Center. 
It seems reasonable, ..although...it.cannot.be.proven,.. that the major increase in tornadoes during the past 20 to 25 years has been due to a greater efficiency in the reporting of the relatively small and weak tornado, I.e. those With F PP values of 111 or less. Fujita and Pearson (1973) showed that 60 percent of the tornadoes in 1972 had path lengths of 3. 1 miles or less and path Widths of 55 yards or less , with 20 percent at the tornadoes having path lengths of less than one mile and path widths of less than 17 yards. Short lived tornadoes of this type can go undetected unless the population density is very high. There may be scores of the smaller tornado which escape detection today in the rural areas of the central plains. 

The longer lived tornado has a much greater likelihood of being detected and Fig. 1 shows reported tornadoes with path lengths of 3. 2 miles or longer and path widths of 56 yards or greater for the period 1950-63. This presentation is very similar to the Brown and Roberts map for the 1890-1931 period. The 1950-63 periods suggest a concentration in central Oklahoma with other concentrations in Arkaii.sas, eastern Kansas, southern Mississippi and Illinois • The position centroid for this period, shown as a double circle on Fij!'. 1, is located in southern Missouri. 

During the next seven year period (1964-70) the )•ttern appears to have shifted, with the highest concentration in Wisconsin, south.eastern Minnesota, and 
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the northern half of Illinois. The po.sition centroid for this period has shifted northward to a locatioo 20 miles south of St. Louis, Missouri (see Fig. 2). There has been a marked reduction in Arkansas , northern Louisiana and southern Illinois. 

Plf. J. ouc.n-.... • .,_..._wldrlPPP..-a•ora.rsw ... •JJJ ...... 1...-...... 

r11. l. Ot.uttNUoa.~wt• PPP .-J l&Oerktl"I'.._ JJJ ...... .,, .. ,., 

Pia. t . rntt• ef to,_._ wt• PPt ... , , .... .. rser .._ 112 •n-1 ._ 2$·,•u i-tlod, ~l........-
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For the next 4 year period, 1971-74 the centroid 

bas shifted to southeastern Missouri, near Cairo, 

Illinois, and a greater number of lmg tracks appear 

to be to the east of the Mississippi River (see Fig, 3). 

Figure 4 is a composite of Figs. 1-3 for the 
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1950-74 period. An attempt is being made to classify 

the tornadoes prior to 1950, and to add the data sample 

to the later period in an attempt to determine the 

long-term variatlms , if any, of the longer path dis

tribution. 
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3. MAXIMA JN TORNADO FATALITIES 

Where there is no population there are no tornado 

fatalities. Conversely, tornado deaths would not 

occur in populated areas unless there were significant 

tornadoes. While there are many~eL.factora that 

can be caisidered (bulldillg . .!'lti!ll~:rds, Jocal.alerting• 

..._ procedures •• populaUoa.deusicy ); fatalities from tor

nadoes may be regarded as.a..rougb..measUJ;e of tornado 
.acdntles;--·- . ·-·· -··----· 

Earlier, it was noted that the U, S, Weather Bureau 

had not made a caicerted effort toi:report tornadoes. 

.. prior to 1953, but the same did not bold true for 

tornado-related fatalities, If the location of tornadoes 

are random, the fatalities ln any specific area should 

be neaxly random as well, when adjusted for popula

tion. But if there is any type of systematic variation 

·in tornado activities, it.might..be.poesible to infer the 

variation from .the tornado-related fatalities. 

In an attempt to leam the variation, random or 

systematic, the fatality centroids for successive 

10-year periods were canputed. lbe formulae for 

computations are 

4X-- E Ni Xi tiliY.e- EM ..Y.· 
£ N. ' EM 

wbere N; denote the number of tornado-related deaths 

in each state; X i , Y• are the coordinates of each st.ate 

weighted by the locations of deaths; and x , y are the 

coordinates of the fatality centroid for the specific 

period_ 
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Let the first and.the last years of the 10-year 

period be Y1 and Yz , the year of the period center 

ls expressed by 

'fc • -i- ( Y. + Y. + I yr) 
where Ye may be called the center year. The x and 

y values may be expressed as a function of 

Y, .. Y. -t 5yrs- Ya - 4rn 

or Y1 = Y, - S1rs • Ya - 9yrs 

or Y.,- 'fc + 4rr.a- Y, + 9,,,~ 
Figure 5 shows the results of canputations, Three 

types of years, Ye , Y, , and Y1 are entered in the 

figure, · 

The north - south variation is very significant, wlth 

the regression function 

y ca v + b sin 2.7t (Ye - 1949) 
f "/o p 

where Yo is computed to be 36•22' N, b = 96.1 statute 

miles , and P = 45 years, 

The east -west variation ls less significant than 

the north - south. Nevertheless, the best flt regression 

function was obtained by the Fourier analysis as 

X+ - Xo + a s in 27t (Ye - 1964) 
p 



where x 0 ts· computed to be g9• 48' W, a = 43. 7 statute 
miles, and P = 45 years. 

As shown in Fig. 6, the sinusoidal regression 
function reduced the total variance significantly. The 
residual standard deviation turned out to be 26. 6 statute 
miles which ccirrespond to the 283 of the ainplltude. 
The east- west variation resulted ln the residual stan
dard deviation of 35. 8 statute miles which is 593 of 
the amplitude of the regression sinusoidal curve 
(see Fig. 7). 
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Figure 8 shows the number of fatalities, by states, 
during the latest 45-year period 1930-74. The cen
troid of tornado fatalities was located in extreme 
northeast Arkansas. 

In an attempt to see if geographic pltterns of 
fatalities fluctuate with the fatality centroids, four 
bl-state areas were selected around the fatality 
centroid shown in Fig. 8. The states selec ted are: 
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Quadrant Selected Stateo 1970 Populadon Area la •q. ml. 1930·74 Datllll 
Northeut Ind. la.to IS. I mllll..,1 n.ooo 409 
Soutlleut Ala. l Ga. 1.0 109,000 1091 
Southweat Oda. l Tn. 13. 7 331 ,000 1214 
Northwnt Kaas, l Nebr. 3. 7 ISl,000 311 

..... • . ,...... ............ ....... nt-ftlt45 ,. ......... , .. 

The variation of the bi -state population during the 
last 90 years ls' shown In Pig. 9. Tue increase is 
most pronounced for Oklahoma-Texas and least for 
Kansas-Nebraska. Tue population trends suggest 
that the western states population density was extremely 
low in the last centurY 80 that any of the data from 
these areas will be questionable. Such is not the case 
however for Indiana-Ohio or Alabama-Georgia. 

IQ.000,000 

Kansas + Nebraska 

·. •, 

~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
..... t . lie,... Ill .. M·••• ,...._... """"• ...... «IJ•n. 

To aid in visualizing the Information, the tornado 
fatalities for each state were normalized for the 
45-year period, 1930-74, i.e. 150 denotes a 50% 
increase in fatalities over the long term normal. Tuts 
method has the advantage of highlighting the positive 
anomalies, SUch values were computed for each state 
using alte rnate 7 or 8 year mutually exclusive periods, 
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The selection of the 7 or 8 year period ts based on 
the two sinusoidal curves in Fig, 5. Within the 
45-year period, x+ ls positive (or east) half of the 
time and y4 is positive (or north) half of the time also. 
A combination of these periods permits us to produce 
the sub-periods with alternating 7 and 8 years. 

Yean 1911-18 19·2$ 16·33 34·«1 41·48 49·55 56·63 64·70 71·78 

Pniod I yrt 7 8 7 I 7 I 7 I 

'" W B B B W W W B B 
J, N N S S S N N N S 

If we use these sub-periods, a 45-year period can be 
subdivided by three 8-year and three 7-year sub
periods. 

Figure 10 shows a plot of the tornado fatality varia
tions for the sub-periods mentioned above. It is of 
interest to see that peak values are frequently found in 
bi-states , the quadrants of which are identical to those 
defined by x, and y4 for each sub-period, 

lOO lndiono + Ohio (NORTHEAST! 

Alobomo + Geor9io 

JOO 

fl& ••. ,.....,.. .... _.., .... , ....... ,..,..,.. .......... 

• ltl.S .. •ot ace~ · 

By interjecting a few known outbreaks of the last 
century, notably the great outbreak of February 19, 
1884 in the southeastern states, aiJAreeently··reported.

"'by· Ludlum-(1975 )...acme.Jnfel'enc«:li can be made in 
support of an apparent systematic fluctuation, 

4. MOVEMENT OF MAXIMUM FATALITY AREA 

There ls a suggestion of a lag correlation in 
Figs. 5 and 10 and it is worthwhile to see if this can 
be visualized in maps for the 7 or 8 year sub-periods, 

Figure 11 is an analysis cl. the normalized fatall
ties for the 1911-18 period, with the plotted value in 
each state the percentage for the periOd using the 
1930-1974 period as normal, l.e.1003. The devia
tion from normal was cootoured with isopleths of 
118%, 2363 and 593 which correspond respectively 
to the areal mean value, twice the mean and one-half 
the mean. The location of the maximum ls indicated 
by a plus sign. 
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Fig. 12. Fatality anomaly d.urtng 1919-25. 

Fig. 13. Fatality anomaly during 1926- 33. 

During the 1919-25 period shown in Fig. 12, a 
local maximum is seen in southern Illinois almost 
solely due to the Tri-state tornado. Three adjoining 
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states, Cltio, Wisconsin and Minnesota also showed 
very significant increases. The fatality anomaly for 
the next sub-period, 1926-33 was high near the center 
of the map (see Fig. 13). 

Fig. 14. Fatality anomaly during 1934 - 40. 

Fig. 15. Fatality anomaly during 1941 -48. 

Fig. 16. Fatality anomaly during 1949- 55. 
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The dust storms occurred during the second half 
of the l 930' s. During the 1934-40 period, the tornado 
fatality maxima shifted towards the southern states 
extending from Louisiana to North Carolina (see 
Fig. 14). 

With the exception of a significant peak in 
Pennsylvania and extreme northern West Virginia, 
Oklahoma had the highest anomaly for the 1941-48 
period. The mean anomaly for the eight year period 
rose 513 over the previous period (see Fig. 15). 

Fig. 17. Fatality anomaly during 1956 - 63. 

Fig. 18. Fatality anomaly during 1964 - 70. 

During the 1949-55 period, the fatality anomaly 
was very high within a band extending from Nebraska
Kansas to Arkansas (see Fig. 16). The maximum 
shifted to the Wisconsin-Missouri zone in the 1956-63 
period (see Fig. 17). A significant band of positive 
anomalies extends from Minnesota to Cltio for the 
1964-70 period (see Fig. 18). 
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Fig. 19. Fatality anomaly during 1971 - 74. 

Then, in the latest 4-year period, 1971-74, the 
highest death anomaly spreads over a large area to 
the east of the Mississippi River (see Fig. 19), During 
this period the total nwnber ~ deaths in these eastern 
states was 522, About 60% of the deaths occurred 
during tbe April 3-4 superoutbreak, Since the 8-year 

· sub-period, beginning in 1971 and ending ln 1978, has 
four more years to go, more data will have to be added 
before concluding the fatality anomaly pattern for 
this period. 

5. CONCLUSIOO 

The variations of the tornado fatality anomalies 
...appe1u to.move. in.Ulyatematic..manner...althcw~ 

dlereia.i~aullicient.data f_?t..Jbe. l9ih.c. entury.to .c~ 
~·~~o_att«:snPt.PflS_be~ _tnade,. 
i)""gi~~~ca ria¥k.the flµc~uation (see-. 

Fig. 20), It is believed that a .concentrated-effort in. 
·data· gathering will .permit future studies· which could 
·lead to·a·definitive-answer.-

Ptc. JO. th_.,. _ _.. flll •• 8"f•H .Uku of le•lltr HOHly 61rt111 ... ,...u.,. .. n. O rc t••··••1oc.tdo9tlflhOffHll•uJln• ... P119. U · lt. 
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